Memphis Social

Memphis Social is about the city as a locale that provides fertile ground for some of the social and aesthetic directions of the exhibition. Through specifically oriented performances and artwork, Memphis Social considers how different interpretations of society interact in both specific and universal ways.

Organized by Tom McGlynn, Beautiful Fields.

SCHEDULE OF EVENTS
See map for locations of sites listed below.

Monday May 6: Pre-opening Event
Aviva Rahmani presents Fish Story, The Anthropocene Game, Crosstown Arts, 430 North Cleveland, 6:00 to 7:30 pm.
Pre-registration necessary. Seating limited.

Friday, May 10: Grand Opening
Noon to 5 pm: Alternative Spaces Self-Guided Tour
531 South Main, Earnestine & Hazel’s
Photo installation by Erin Jennings, outdoor sculptural installation by Yurt City (Laura Ten Eyck and Sheila Ross)

3
509 South Main, Russian Cultural Center
Max (Buck) Henri, The Bix Beiderbeck Paintings

2
416 South Main
Lisa Dahl

1
44 Huling Avenue, Jack Robinson Gallery
Installation of Jack Robinson photographs.
Tops Gallery (downstairs) installation by Terri Phillips, Chapel of Yes

11
365 South Main, Leadership Memphis
Video installations by various artists TBA.

10
345 South Main
Multiple artist installations by: Taylor Martin, Jessica Lund, Terri Jones, Glen Garver, Elizabeth Dorbad, Tyler Hildebrand, Jay Garnett, David Sandlin, Alexandra Kostrubula, Bachrun Lo Mele, Kara Rooney, Brendan Carroll, Norma Markley, Laura Napier, The Motor City Window Cleaning Company

9
115 Union Avenue: The Bullet Space Collective
Including: Andrea Castucci, Alexandra Rojas, David Hammons, Anton van Dalen, Quimetta Perle, Suzanne Broughel, Walter Sipser, Richard Kern, Martynka Wawrzyniak, Will Boone, Gunars Prande, Mike Cockrill, Melvin Way, Scott Lawrence, Ryo Arita, Paul Castucci, Jose Camacho, Brigitte Engler

8
75 South Main
David Sanchez Burr presenting: Radio Love and Memphis, an itinerant FM Radio Station and These Fractures Go Largely Unnoticed, a multimedia sound sculpture installation. Also work by David Sandlin.

3
4540 Poplar, David Lusk Gallery
Jared Small

5 to 8 pm: Grand Opening Reception at the Hyde Gallery
477 South Main, The Hyde Gallery at the Nesin Graduate School, Memphis College of Art
Artists at this site include: Merry Alpern, Doug Ashford, Joshua Azzarella, Alex Dipple, Michele Doll, William Eggleston, Mitch Epstein, Dwayne Butcher, Joe Eyle, Stewart Home, Earnestine Jenkins, Anthony Lee, Christopher Mine, Quimetta Perle, Mike Cockrill, Andrew Castrucci, Alexandra Rojas, Suzanne Broughel, Lester Merriweather, Haley Morris-Cafiero, Tracey Moffatt, Greely Myatt, William Pope L., Aviva Rahmani, Araya Rastjammarnsook, Tim Rollins and KOS, Kara Rooney, Nancy Spero, Melvin Way, Aaron Williams

7 to 11 pm: Memphis Social After Party at the Cotton Museum
65 Union Ave, The Cotton Museum
Art opening/installation by Lester Merriweather and screening of Kara Walker video, 8 Possible Beginnings.

Saturday, May 11
2 to 3 pm: 477 South Main, The Hyde Gallery at the Nesin Graduate School, Memphis College of Art
Aviva Rahmani presents: Fish Story, Connecting River Dots

5 to 7 pm: Opening Reception at Marshall Arts Gallery
Musical performance by Johnny Lovbrow
May 11 events continued

639 Marshall Avenue, Marshall Arts Gallery
Artists at this site include: Brendan Carroll, Andrew Castrucci, Lisa Dahl, Michele Doll, William Eggleston, Joy Garnett, Matthew Garrison, Leon Golub, Tyler Hilderand, Earnestine Jenkins, Eric Knoote, Johnny Lowbow, Tyler Martin, Chris Miner, Greely Myatt, Lester Merriweather, Araya Raddjammearmun, Babette Shaw, Rob van der Schoor, Anthony Murrell

648 Marshall Avenue, The Wrong Again Gallery
Presenting Alexandra Kostrubula's Closet Gallery from Stockholm, Sweden, with Denis Romanovski, Lisa Gideonsson and Gustaf Londre
Sculptural installation with billboards (ongoing). Virginia Overton

For more information please contact:
Memphis: Katie Maish, ktmaish@gmail.com
New York: Julia Knight, julia.knight@apexart.org
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